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Weird half-stars after clicking rating

Status
 Closed

Subject
Weird half-stars after clicking rating

Version
14.x
15.x

Category
Usability

Feature
Trackers
Rating

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
luciash d' being �

Lastmod by
luciash d' being �

Rating
     (2) 

Description
The first three stars appear half filled after rating five stars?
Is that expected behavior or am I confused?

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)

Ticket ID
5852

Created
Friday 11 March, 2016 16:31:33 GMT-0000
by luciash d' being �

LastModif
Sunday 27 March, 2016 01:39:34 GMT-0000

https://dev.tiki.org/item5852-Weird-half-stars-after-clicking-rating
https://dev.tiki.org/dl1032?display
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Comments

Constantin B 18 Mar 16 22:41 GMT-0000

Confirmed, when rating field option are -2,-1,0,1,2 it draws half-stars for 0 rating.

Constantin B 18 Mar 16 23:19 GMT-0000

Fixed in 15.x, plz confirm

Constantin B 19 Mar 16 12:05 GMT-0000

Fixed in 14.x

luciash d' being � 20 Mar 16 12:29 GMT-0000

Thanks Constantin, but it does not seem to work as expected still. Only after page reload, it seems
correct, but during the voting (ajax stuff) it is all behaving very weirdly 

luciash d' being � 25 Mar 16 14:32 GMT-0000

If you are not going to tackle it more, it should be probably rollbacked I think...

luciash d' being � 25 Mar 16 14:49 GMT-0000

I have set up the show instance.

Constantin B 26 Mar 16 22:40 GMT-0000

I fixed AJAX stuff with rating and also another bug where you can't unvote "0" rating.. Somehow I
can't update show instance, please check from your side

luciash d' being � 27 Mar 16 01:37 GMT-0000

I have updated the show instance. It looks fixed now! Thanks and congratulations! Closing the
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bug report.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item
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